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A. Hypothesis to Explain the Almost Exclusive Use of

Temporary Water by Breeding Spadefoot Toads

ARTHUR N. BRAGG

VDlyenltJ of Oklahoma, Norm..

With few reported exceptiol18, both groups ot spadetoota (Bcaphiopua
and BpeG) \1M temporary pools for breeding activities. So far as I am
aware, no one has yet offered an explanation as to why this should be.
For many yean I have speculated upon possible causes and finally in 1982
formulated a hypotheats to be tested as opportunity came.

The chance to make a partial test of my "arm chair" thinking came
quickly and I offer the resulta here to stimulate any Who have opportunity
further to check the hypothea1a.

My reasoning proceeded as follows: (1) spadefoots ready to breed
must receive sel180ry cues from either (a) temporary water which attracts
them or (b) from permanent water which repels them. (2) These cues
more Ukely are chemical than physical In nature. (3) Permanent water
often smells difterent to humans than does temporary water. Hence
(4) It i8 Ukely (or at least po881ble) that It also does 80 to spadefoots. It
th1a be true, then (5) it may well be that the smell ot permanent pools
(ae opposed that of temporary, recently formed ones) may repel spade
foo18. Since, however, practically nothing 18 known about chemical sense
perception by adult apadetoots, this hypothes18 cannot be accepted un
quutionably till the pertinent physiological facta are known.

The observations reported below merely enhance the probability of
the hypothesis. but by no means demonstrate its Validity.

In western Pottawatomie County. Oklahoma. a small pool. known in
my notes as Pl' was first found in June, 1939. Its floor is a basin of solid
rock covered by earth washed Into it by rain, intermixed with accumulated
organic debris ot plant growth. One end 18 quite shallow, but at the
other a small stand of cattails (Typha sp.) occurs. I have observed this
mte closely tor the 24 years since I first found it and have seen many
congreues of moat of the local frogs and toads in It and studied their
tadpolu here. Spadefoots never used it in the 24 years. Since no drainage
occura (except overflow after heavy rains) practically all water loss Is
from evaporation. During hot weather, the water level has often been
low, but un June 1968 I have never found it completely devoid of standing
water. Hence, I have always considered it a permanent pool.

In February 1968 during a very dry winter the water level was very
low, water being present only in small puddles beneath the Typha. How
ever, the water contained half-grown tadpoles of the local leopard frog.
preBUlDably derived from eggs laid after the latest raiDs of consequence.
In the previous December. Some standing water, therefore, bad been
preeent at least alnce that UDle. I vtatted this place at approximately 2
week IntervalB durtna March and early April and conditions did not
materially cbanp.

On April 26, 2+ inchee of raln feU 1D Norman, approximately 2('
m1leI to the we8t, and that Dleht I tound three congresaes of Hurter!'
8J*lefoot (BcopMopu AoUwoolri "vteri Strecker) in temporary pools
wlthID a few mil. of this site. Knowing that the8e spadetootB (although
abundant In Its vtc1D1ty) never had used pool p. for breeding, I did not
WIlt it that nigbt. ConaequenUy, I was surpriaecl to ftDd a clutch ot their
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eggs in it the next day. These eggs hatched normally on the 3rd day
after this, but the tadpoles grew very slowly for a few days and then
completely disappeared. Other young tadpoles (ByltJ, BaM, and Bu.!o)
from eggs laid the same night as those of 8caphiopua grew normally as
did also the older Rana already present.

Two related questions are raised by these observations: (1) Why
did the spadefoot tadpoles fail here and (2) Why did the adults use PI for
the first time in 24 years? My attempts to answer the first question by
ra1sing tadpoles collected from the temporary pools and in water from
this pool (i.e., P,) were negative. The larvae developed as well in P l 

water as in tap water or water from their own pool. If, therefore, a dif
terence in the solution which we call natural water affected these spade
toots, it must have done so at a very young stage.

Concerning the second question, it is quite unlikely a matter of
chance, since I know the population of spadefoots here to be of consider
able size. But it could be that the water here being very low before the
rain and the pool's basin filling quickly to overflowing "fooled" the adults;
i.e., by them it was sensed as a temporary pool due to lack of sensory
cues usually associated with a permanent pool due to extreme and sudden
dilution. This is in accord with the hypothesis stated above and, there
fore, is minor evidence for it.
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